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CHAPTER I 

THE SHAPING OF A LANGUAGE 

Early Influences 

David Alan Mamet was bora November 30, 1947, to Bernard and Lenora Mamet 

in Flossmoor, South Chicago. Both mother and father were children of Polish-Jewish 

immigrants. Lenora, a schoolteacher, and Bernard, a labor lawyer, were to play strong 

influences in the shaping of a mind given to precise language. Growing up in a south 

Chicago suburb would give David Mamet an intimate acquaintance with the people he 

would come to write about. 

His father was an amateur semanticist and would often insist around the dinner 

table that David and his sister Lyn find the exact words to best express themselves, Lyn 

later suggested in an interview that David, "probably saw the motive for this kind of 

training not as pure, but as expression of a conviction that 'life is horrible and you better 

be good at something. I don't think he ever felt loved for just being David'" (Carroll 4). 

At the age of four, he was taking piano lessons and studying complicated rhyming jingles 

on records put out by the International Society of Semanticists. This attention to verbal 

precision and rhythm produced a style of writing sensitively manipulated into verse. 

Mamet says, "A line's got to scan. I'm very concerned with the metric scansion of 

everything I write, including the rhythmic emphasis of the word 'fiicking.' In rehearsal, 

I've been known to be caught counting the beats on my fingers" (Dean 18). 



As mentioned eariier, David saw his father as a man perhaps unhappy v^th who he 

was Mamet felt that his parents downplayed their cultural heritage in order to assimilate 

better. This spirit of discontent can be seen in the characters he creates; 

. . . virtually all of his characters continue to sense the need for something 
more, for some meaning which their language cannot encompass, but which 
they struggle to articulate in a hand-me-down vocabulary that hints at humane 
values and a liberal faith lost somewhere back in an American past plundered 
for its rhetoric but denied as the source of values. (Bigsby 17) 

His father's belief that precise language makes a man more than he is can be seen 

manifested in the observation of Anne Dean in David Mamet: Language as Dramatic 

Action: 

In spite of their inarticulateness, his characters have a passion for speaking, 
a desperate energy that permeates all their conversations. Such characters feel 
an overpowering need to talk, to make a mark in space that confirms their 
importance and temporarily assuages their fears. Without exception, Mamet's 
characters yearn for more than they have, and they express their yearning in 
words that, although often impoverished and debased, authentically - often 
briUiantly - reflect their predicament. (15-16) 

One may well imagine a young David Mamet, sitting under the verbal tutelage of a 

father perhaps more occupied with language than action, taking piano lessons at so early 

an age, studying rhyming jingles, and then going out to play stickball in a south Chicago 

suburb in the early fifties. Rhythm and precise language found application in a common if 

not profane environment. What would we see produced? Alan Gross, a fellow Chicago 

playwright, described David Mamet as an "interesting combination of South Side tough 

guy and rich kid" (Carroll 3). 



Earlv Education 

In 1957, at the age often, David attended Rich Central High School, a public 

school still within the simple realm of south side Chicago. An avid reader, he still feh he 

was a poor student and began to explore other interests. After breaking his nose in 

football, he tried wrestling. He soon found, however, an attraction to the theater because 

of the "energy theater people have and because they seemed to work so much on instinct" 

(Carroll 5). 

In 1958, his parents divorced. David lived with his mother and sister in the model 

suburb of Olympia Fields, close to his birthplace of Flossmoor. They lived in a tiny home 

which he felt epitomized middle-class repression. Little is said about his life during this 

time. One wonders what the dynamics might have been during this time in his life and if it 

led to a sense of masculine displacement that is seen in his writings and explored later in 

this chapter. 

In 1963, he went to live with his father in the north side of Chicago, where he 

attended Francis Parker High School, a prestigious private school. Parker High had a very 

well developed drama program, and David took courses in theater and played the lead in a 

musical. The school was also very close to several community and professional theaters. 

During this time, he worked at Hull House and Second City. He performed backstage 

duties, chorus work and played small roles. David found himself exposed to the works of 

Beckett, Pinter, Brecht, and Albee. The influence of the Second City's revue-style of 

theater can be seen in the episodic structure of ̂ 4 Life in the Theatre, a collection of scenes 

and monologues that follows a mentor-student relationship between two actors. This 



pattern is also seen in his collection, Goldberg Street, from where a majority of the pieces 

selected for An Evening Of Mamet. my thesis production project, came from Mamet's 

first work was his B.A. thesis entitled Camel, a revue written specifically in the Second 

City style He admits freely of "Beckett and Pinter - of course I am influenced by them. 

If you're interested in modem dance, how could you not be influenced by Martha 

Graham" (Dean 23)? We can see in both the works of Pinter and Mamet how relatively 

minor characters can be placed at the center of a play and are seen conversing in 

"ostensibly mundane and unimaginative language" (Dean 23). 

In his play. Duck Variations, two men in their sixties talk while sitting on a park 

bench It is a collection of dialogues all circling around the characters' fascination with 

ducks while also speaking to other subjects, sometimes pressing and sometimes not so 

urgent. There is a sense of waiting within this "simple play," as Mamet says (Tmssler 14). 

Within this play the influences of Beckett and Pinter are seen at their strongest. 

The very stasis of the action, the fact that these two old friends are partly 
making conversation to fend of facing a void which may terrify them, is 
redolent of Waiting for Godot, and there is a good deal of comedy that 
accmes, as in Pinter, from the 'gap between the mundane nature of the subject 
matter and the elevated language that the characters apply to it.' (Carroll 72). 

The characters within Duck Variations are not merely archetypes, but are products 

of Mamet's own upbringing as well. He says that this particular play "derives from 

listening to a lot of old Jewish men all my life, particularly my grandfather" (Carroll 72) 



College Years 

Upon graduation in 1965, David's father wanted him to study law. However, he 

chose to enroll in Goddard College in Vermont, a small private college in a rural 

environment that was the very model of educational liberalism. There were no required 

courses, no grades, and no examinations. He studied toward his B.A. in English 

Literature. In the summer of 1966, his father got him a job on a cargo boat in Lake 

Michigan, an experience that would later prove to be the groundwork for his play, 

Lakeboat. 

Goddard students had a junior year abroad, in which two semesters had to be spent 

in non-resident work-study. This proved to be the most influential period in his life. He 

spent 1967-68 studying at the Neighborhood Playhouse under the direction and teaching 

of Sanford Meisner. Emphasis within Meisner training is placed upon 

intent and motive, on the practical matter of playing objectives beat by beat, 
according to an analysis of the through line and super-objective of the play. 
Meisner trained his students to focus on others on stage, to respond honestly 
to 'the moment' as created anew through stage contact each night between 
actors. (Carroll 6) 

It is also of particular interest to see the similar patterns found in the Meisner 

repeat exercises and in Mamet's dialogue. I studied Meisner training with Sandra Homer 

of Minneapolis, MN. The basic exercises consisted of one actor making an observation of 

the other actor as they face each other. It may begin as simply as stating, "Your shirt is 

green." The other actor merely repeats this, "My shirt is green." The exercise continues, 

each actor only responding to the other instinctually as the language becomes of secondary 

importance. Other observations soon come into play such as, "You look tired," "You are 



bored," "You could lose some weight," and so on. This exercise soon brings the actor to 

rely not so much upon the words as upon what is being said underneath them subtextually. 

What rises is the instinctual spark. The actor comes to trust this and truthful acting 

becomes merely an act of releasing that instinctual nature that has been tamed out of us. 

Looking at the dialogue of Mamet, with its table-tennis style of rhythm and pacing, we 

can see the influence of this training. What is created is an intricate dance of dialogue that 

virtually is the action itself Here we see this exemplified in an excerpt from David 

Mamet's Dramatic Sketches and Monologues. It is a short scene written for his acting 

students. 

A. Give me one. 
B. Here is a one. 
A. Give me a two. 
B. Here is a two. 
A. Give me three. 
B. I don't have three. 
A. Give me a two. 
B. Here is two. 
A. Give me a one, 
B. Here is one. 
A. Give me a four. 
B. I have four. 
A. Give me a five. 
B. Here is a five. 
A. Give me a six. 
(And so on. . until. . .) 
A. I think so. Yes. Thank you. Um, um, um. No. I think that's it. I'm 
done. Thank you. I'm finished. Fine. That's fine. That's very good, in fact 
I'm happy with it. (Pause) That's very good. (71) 

This is also seen in the dialogue between Moss and Aaronow in Glengarry Glen 

Ross. Notice the similarities and the continuation of pattern and rhythm. 



M: They killed the goose, 
A: They did. 
M: And now . . . 
A: We're stuck with this . . . 
M: We're stuck with this fucking shit. . . 
A:. . . this shit. . . 
M: It's too . . . 
A: It is. 
M Eh? 
A: It's too .. . 
M: You get a bad month, all of a . . . 
A: You're on this . . . 
M: All, of, they got you on this 'board . . ." 
A I, I . . . I . . 
M: Some contest board . . . 
A I. . 
M: It's not right. 
A: It's not. 
M:No. (Pause) (Kane 53-54) 

Within this matrix of language common in his writing style, two characters 

apparently stumble through words insufficient to serve them, yet they arrive all the same at 

moments of tmth or realization. 

During his time at Goddard he continued gaining practical experience in the 

theater. The summer of'67, he worked as a dancer in Montreal. In 1968, he did summer 

stock at Greenport, on the tip of Long Island. He began to v^ite during the winter break 

period and showed his work to Mark Ryder, a choreographer at Goddard, who told him 

not to worry too much about form and stmcture, but rather, to leave that to the critics. 

He graduated in 1969 with his B.A. thesis, Camel, a Second City style revue 



Earlv Career 

During the next few years, Mamet lived the hand-to-mouth existence of a young 

professional theater worker. He was employed in various fields, some attenuated to his 

love for theater, and others served to build his 'south side tough guy' resume. He became 

a professional member of an acting company in Montreal based out of McGill University. 

He then returned to Chicago and drove a cab. For nearly a year, he worked as an office 

manager in a dubious real estate firm in north Chicago, a world he would later bring to life 

in Glengarry Glen Ross. In the autumn of 1970, he was asked to teach for one semester 

at Marlboro College in order to replace a faculty member. He taught acting, and one of 

the requirements was to write a play for the students to perform in a workshop setting. 

Drawing upon his cargo boat experience, he wrote Lakeboat. The following year, he was 

asked to return to Goddard College and teach for one year. Among his students were 

Steven Schachter and William H. Macy. The rest of his career is marked mostly v̂ dth his 

productions and sporadic odd jobs. There is one note of particular interest. In the mid-

seventies, Macy, Schachter, and Mamet, formed The St. Nicholas Company, a 

professional company where Mamet taught classes according to the Meisner style. From 

this class came the popular acting textbook, A Practical Handbook for the Actor. We see 

again the overriding theory that drove his writing and his teaching, a theme that was 

largely influenced by his Meisner training. We also see the first echoes of Stoicism which 

will be examined later in this thesis. Mamet writes in the introduction; 

Stanislavsky once wrote that you should 'play well or play badly, but play 
tmly.' It is not up to you whether your performance will be brilliant - all that 
is under your control is your intention. It is not under your control whether 
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your career will be brilliant - all that is under your control is your intention. 
If you intend to manipulate, to show, to impress, you may experience mild 
suffering and pleasant triumphs. If you intend to follow your common sense, 
and force your will to serve you in the quest for discipline and simplicity - you 
will subject yourself to profound despair, loneliness, and constant self-doubt. 
And if you persevere, the Theatre, which you are learning to serve, will grace 
you, now and then, with the greatest exhilaration it is possible to know. 
(Bruder xi) 

It is an interesting tapestry of life that has produced such a playwright. Reading 

Mamet's plays and then looking back into his life, one can almost look with a romantic eye 

and see a wise man walking amongst commoners. A man gifted beyond his own 

recognition, absorbing the life sounds about him and translating them through a piercing 

intellect, he has given us a new language - a hard-biting language containing the very 

action of life. He hears, with a poet's ear, the people and gives common language back 

refined. Mamet says, "I'm trying to write dramatic poetry. . If people want to say that it 

sounds just like the people on the bus, that's fine with me, because that's how the people 

on the bus sound to me" (Dean 17). 

Themes 

I would like to explore three prevalent themes I have found in my research; 

language as action, delegation of personal responsibility and spiritual decay, and masculine 

space. A brief examination of these themes allows the reader to better appreciate what 

might be happening underneath David Mamet's particular style of writing 



Language as Action 

Primarily, there is the prevailing concept of language as action. Perhaps more 

than any other playwright, Mamet has given us a theater of language, as "the lines spoken 

by his characters do not merely contain words that express a particular idea or emotion; 

they are the idea or emotion itself (Dean 15). His language becomes the play itself, 

driven by the dialogue alone. His plays gain energy not by stage action, but by the speed 

and rhythm of the dialogue and the driving intentions embodied within the character's 

lines. Mamet states; 

My main emphasis . . . is on the rhythm of language - the way action and 
rhythm are identical Our rhythms describe our actions - no, our rhythms 
prescribe our actions. I am fascinated by the way, the way the language we 
use, its rhythms, actually determines the way we behave, rather than the other 
way around. (Dean 16) 

Mamet uses all the tools of semantics in his constmction. Here, from Dramatic 

Sketches and Monologues, a simple skit written for his students entitled In the Mall, 

reveals some of his poetic weaving. The speaker is a thirteen year old boy talking to a 

sixty year old man. The boy tells the man, 

B: . . I like to do things, you know, that people say that they can't do. I 
climbed this fence once that everyone said you can't get over. It had barb 
wire at the top. They make this stuff'it's razors. It's a razor-ribbon you can't 
climb it, I went up. You hold on to the barb wire you go right over I came 
down the other side. 7%e>̂  didn't care. They said that it was stupid. I bought 
a pair of socks once they had stripes on top I folded 'em down. I thought, 
"Maybe this is to show us where to fold." (110) 

Notice first the use of onomatopoeia in selecting the word barb rather than 

barbed. The word sounds more like what it does, a hard, sharp, metallic image is created 

Rather than say "They make this stuff that's hke razors," Mamet extends beyond simile 
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and moves into metaphor with ". . . it's razors" He extends the metaphor into alliteration 

using the hyphenated "razor-ribbon," The barbed wire becomes imbued with malicious 

intent. The boy begins to tell the story of his conquest by entering an instructive mode, 

"you hold on to... you go right over...," but ends the sentence in the first person, "I came 

down the other side." This speaks of an innate desire to rise to teacher - status, while 

allowing the boy to proclaim his victory selfishly, Mamet is able to capture the boastful 

manner of the adolescent but contrasts wonderfiilly the character's toughness with his 

naivete in the boy's musing over his socks. 

Delegation of Personal Responsibility and Spiritual Decay 

Mamet contends that man has delegated personal responsibility for actions to 

institutions. Man has distanced himself from his actions by surrendering individual values 

to organized representatives of collective values. In 1977, he said; 

People are neurotic and whole nations are neurotic because they fail to 
recognize their tme natures. Individuals fail to accept responsibility for 
what happens to them. . , . Marx said we all have an innate capacity to do 
good, to be loving, to be creative, but we alienate those capacities from 
ourselves. Rather than say this about ourselves we assign power and 
responsibility to our institutions, to the church, to the state, to medicine. 
(Carroll 20) 

Carroll, in his book on Mamet, goes on to say that "Institutions are feared, because 

they are faceless and impersonal - but approved, because they can justify acts which 

individuals would never wish to claim as their own" (Carroll 21). A civilized man may 

not say, "I want to kill him. He needs to die." He would rather gladly allow the 

government to do it and call \X justice, citing simply that, "Hey, he broke the law." A 
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civilized man may not state that something is immoral but he will gladly hide behind the 

dictates of an organized reHgion in condemning someone for immorality as viewed 

through the established moral code. This principle allows us to be innocent of crimes we 

commit against our fellow man. It distances us from our actions and what is spoken may 

be, "Hey, it's not me. I like you. But the rules are the mles and you broke them. If it 

were up to me, none of this would have happened to you." All the while, a part of us is 

relieved because we did not have to take responsibility for our actions. We did not have 

to feel anything. 

This attitude is seen prominently in Glengarry Glen Ross. When Levine is 

pleading with Williamson to give him the good leads, he only receives a cold response of 

how the directives come from Mitch and Murray, from downtown. He is not allowed to 

give him the good leads. Williamson does not even want to help. He would like to see 

Levine cmshed, but he will not do it himself He will allow an institution to take 

responsibility for that act. 

It is also seen in Oleanna, a play about a professor falsely accused of sexual 

harassment and even rape. The accusing woman is constantly reminding us that her group 

wants her to pursue the case, not so much herself She consistently points to her group 

and credits them as the source of her actions. She takes on a cold air about her, gaining 

strength and size from the authority of the unnamed group. 

Mamet sees a form of spiritual decay occurring v t̂hin society today. He is 

concerned with the lack of effective rituals and ceremonies that might help people develop 

personal values. Mamet says; 
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We are spmtually bankmpt - that's what's wrong with this country. We 
don't take Sundays off. We don't pray. We don't regenerate our spirit. 
These things aren't luxuries . . . The spirit has to be replenished. There has 
to be time for reflection, introspection, and a certain amount of awe and 
wonder. (Carroll 21) 

He is concerned that rituals have become ineffective and empty. He likens them to 

an imaginary future where a tribe might find the last pistol in existence and one hundred 

rounds of ammunition. In Writings in Restaurants he says; 

The priests of that tribe, in tribute to the unknown, might invent a holiday 
and fire one bullet each year as a link to the unknown. After ninety years, 
it isn't difficult to imagine that a new bull might be put forth that shots 
were to be fired only every hundred years, at the expiration of which time 
the something extraordinary might be foreseen to occur. And perhaps at 
the expiration of nine hundred years a new bull might go forth to the effect 
that the last round never was to be expended - that the tribe would choose 
to worship potentiality in their artifacts rather than uselessness. (37) 

Mamet contends that we have fired our last round, and the only link we have to 

something greater than ourselves is an empty gun - dead ritual. We have been left with a 

ritual that does not celebrate the possible, but laments the lack of potentiality and 

expresses contempt for ourselves. The human urge to celebrate - the rebirth of religion -

will find itself in the pagan aspects of our lives. Release and reaffirmation finds themselves 

expressed in the profane and commonplace - in getting the good leads, in making the sale, 

in stealmg the valuable nickel, in the 'fuck you' defiance in the face of deposing 

circumstances, in scoring a lay with the perfect woman. 
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Masculine Space 

Dennis Carroll and C. W E. Bigsby approach the analysis of Mamet's plays from a 

biographical perspective and see his stories in terms of comment on society. Anne Dean 

reads Mamet and sees a language that is action Carla J. McDonough, however, hears 

another voice. She covers a variety of prominent male playwrights in her book. Staging 

Masculinity: Male Identity in Contemporary American Drama. Regarding David Mamet, 

she hears the masculine voice trying to be heard. She says that, ". . . he seems to be 

defining and defending a masculine space, which he presents as threatened by changes in 

our society's concept of gender and sex roles" (72). 

One need only read a few of Mamet's plays to notice the predominance of male 

characters. V^en one encounters a female character, she seems somehow out of place. In 

viewing Oleanna, the language of Mamet somehow seemed not to fit in her mouth. The 

character is not as developed as the male professor, and what comes across is a man 

attacked not only by an individual female, but by femininity in general. While he remains 

an individual character, she takes on a collective entity. The group attacks him. Oleanna 

claims to be an impartial examination of sexual harassment in the nineties. What comes 

across, however, is the attack on the masculine by the feminine. We see an innocent man 

attacked by militant feminism. In the end, when we see the man finally explode and 

physically attack the woman, we do not see a man we hate for being sexist One reviewer 

reported that the audience, both male and female, actually cheered when it occurred. We 

see a man we pity for being driven to the edge by the displacing feminine force in society. 

We see a man shaped into the very enemy they perceive him to be. 
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In reading The Woods, a play about a couple spending a weekend at a cabin 

retreat, we see the man perceiving himself as attacked by his lover's demands for a deeper 

level of commitment in their relationship. She gives him a bracelet to wear with the 

inscription, / will always love you. When he refuses to wear it, her reply is "Then go fiick 

yourself (71)! 

Even within Glengarry Glen Ross, a play composed entirely of male characters, 

the feminine is seen as a displacing element. McDonough says; 

. . . Mamet's men constantly blame the failure of their own system of 
identification, or their own failure to succeed in this system, on women or 
on what they perceive as 'feminine' qualities within themselves. (72) 

Inside the restaurant, Roma consoles the depressed Mr. Lingk by acknowledging 

the feminine within but degrades it in the same breath. "When you die you're going to 

regret the things you don't do. You think you're queer . . . ? I'm going to tell you 

something: we're all queer" (Kane 162). 

Examine the roles of women in Glengarry Glen Ross. None appear on stage. Mr. 

Lingk is seen as henpecked and forced to go back on a deal he signed with Roma. He tells 

Roma that, "I don't have the power . . . the power to negotiate" (Kane 74). That power 

lies with his wife. Mrs. Nyborg is a block to Levine, first on the phone in trying to reach 

her husband, then as the needed signature on the sale. Levine's daughter is only heard of 

in his desperate need to make a sale in order to secure treatment for her. While there may 

be tme paternal love in the portrayal, in the writing she is a device to manipulate a 

character out into the rain to make the sale. 
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Also, it is worth noting the language of insults. The men attack each other in 

terms of male sexual dominance with the ever present fuck you. When Williamson opens 

his mouth and blows the deal that Roma worked so hard to secure, Roma's first words 

are, "You stupid fucking cunt. Whoever told you you could work with men" (Kane 89)? 

The instances of the use of feminine pejoratives is rampant. It is the language of the 

masculine attempting to find space within a society being redefined by changing gender 

roles. 

There is a prevailmg need among Mamet's characters for affirmation of their 

identity, for comfort, fiiendship, love and understanding. Yet they find their needs 

unfulfilled for fear of appearing weak, foolish, or feminine. They are assailed not merely 

by women, but as stated earlier, by the feminine they perceive within themselves. The only 

other option open to them is to appear brash and uncaring. 

Yet within the language, what arises is not the voice of a neanderthal misogynist. 

The characters are too self defeating and pitiful to be seen as successful in that position. 

What is heard is, if you will, the universal male unconscious - trying to be heard, trying to 

be seen and valued in a society moving quickly beyond traditional male myths. 
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CHAPTER n 

THE STOIC ACTOR 

STOIC PHILOSOPHY INFLUENCING ACTING THEORY 

Introduction 

After studying David Mamet for some time as part of my MFA thesis work, I 

began to see a connection between his writings and Stoicism. This connection is explored 

more specifically later in this chapter. I began to read about such Stoic philosophers as 

Epictetus and Marcus Aurelius. What I found went beyond a clearer understanding of 

David Mamet's playwriting. I discovered that Stoicism can inform acting theory 

considerably. After acquainting myself with Stoicism's instmction to the philosopher and 

comparing it to other acting theories, I began to formulate a new theoretical approach to 

the training of actors. I call it the Stoic Actor. The Stoic actor is neither bland nor 

impassive but applies a certain philosophy to his or her craft which restricts their attention 

to things within their immediate control. Calling it a system may conjure up images of 

rigid instmction and lines that may not be crossed. It is more of a viewpoint, a way of 

looking at life and acting. More than applying new labels to old ways, it takes the 

sometimes confiising and complicated approaches to acting and streamlines them into 

three areas of study: impulse, action, and opinion. These areas have been addressed by 

acting theorists before. The Stoic actor merely moves the rest of his or her training into 

the background. By directing his or her attention to the three aforementioned areas, the 

Stoic actor arrives at emotional depth, range, and honesty with ease 
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Stoicism was a philosophical movement lasting about five hundred years, 

beginning in the third century B.C. with Zeno of Citium. It takes its name from the 

Painted Portico or Stoa Poikile in Greek. The school first met here in Athens, where Zeno 

began his teaching. Stoic philosophy is commonly identified by its pragmatic approach 

and emotional detachment toward life. At its very core, however, it is seen as ultimately 

concerned v t̂h one guiding question, "Is it within my control?" Life elements are 

categorized by what is within a person's control and what is not. A person is advised to 

concem him or herself only with those things within his or her own control, be they 

emotional, sociological, physical or economical. Elements outside of a person's control 

are considered of no importance. Above all else, the Stoic is encouraged to pursue virtue 

in accordance with nature resuhing in a state of eudaimonia, or "smooth flow of hfe." 

In this spirit, the Stoic approach toward acting concerns itself with isolating that 

which is essential to the actor's craft in terms of characterization and even performance 

skills, such as diction, enunciation, or vocal projection at an elemental level and finding 

application. While the Stoics were not speaking to actors, this study does begin with an 

examination of their basic instmction to philosophers. It then finds application to the 

actor. Essentially actors are reading a text meant for philosophers. That actors may find 

application for their craft from other disciplines is an accepted axiom of this study. I begin 

with the first tenet set down by Epictetus in the Enchiridion, a manual written for 

philosophers. Herein lies the essential guiding thought behind Stoicism. 

Some things are in our control and others are not. Things in our control 
are opinion, impulse, will to get and will to avoid, and, in a word, whatever 
are our own actions. Things not in our control are body (genetics, 
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unforeseen ilhiesses or accidents), property, reputation, command (office 
or status), and, in a word, whatever are not our own actions. . . . if it 
concerns anything outside of your control, be prepared to say that it is 
nothing to you. (Commins253) 

Note the admonition to be only concerned wdth that which is v̂ dthin one's control 

and furthermore the identification of opinion, impulse, and actions as the only things 

within one's control. This same idea is found expressed in the acting text, A Practical 

Handbook for the Actor. It is a text that was written by students of an acting class taught 

by David Mamet and William H. Macy. Mamet mentions in the forward to this text that 

"it is not up to you whether you will succeed or not, all that is within your control is your 

intention" (Bmder, xi). An actor may meet with a wonderfiil acting career or they may 

not. They may experience wonderftil acting performances or they may not. That is not 

within their control. Their intention - their action - is all they have control over. The first 

advice the authors give actors in this text is: 

The best thing you can do for yourself as an actor is to clearly define and 
list those things that are your responsibilities and separate them from those 
things that are not. In other words, itemize what is within your control and 
what is not. If you apply this rather Stoic philosophy of working on only 
those things within your control and not concerning yourself with those 
things that are not, then every moment you spend will be concretely 
contributing to your growth as an actor. (4-5) 

Actors are asked to examine all that may concern them and ask whether or not it is 

within their control. If it is not, then it means nothing to them. Some of the difficulties 

that actors face when confronted with this philosophy is the clear definition of what is 

inside and outside one's control. In discussing this theory with my own acting students, I 

have been met with the following situation that gives rise to worthy objections to this 
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argument. The student will bring up the point where Epictetus says that the body is not 

within our control. However, we can exercise, and we have changed our bodies for the 

better. Conversely, we can choose to eat poorly and our bodies suffer. Therefore, we do 

control our bodies. The Stoic would respond by identifying exactly what was directly 

controlled. You did not merely will your body into shape. You chose to alter your 

actions to achieve a desired resuh. 

But I can control my acting profession, actors may say. How? Through study, 

training, and rehearsal. I can take voice lessons. I could learn to dance better. Then 

clearly you have identified what you do indeed control. You do not control that which is 

outside yourself You control the action choices you make in order to achieve your goals. 

This may sound incredibly simple and self-evident. It is. Why actors insist on ambiguous 

goals in their acting when they know how to make specific action choices in real life is an 

interesting phenomenon indeed. 

This study begins with the three life elements mentioned by Epictetus: impulse, 

action, and opinion. I then explore their application to the actor's craft. 

Impulse 

It is difficult to discuss impulse here without also discussing opinion which is 

covered in more detail later in this chapter. The Stoics believe that the cognitive and 

emotive life are intertwined. That is, there is no impulse reaction without there first being 

a judgement or "opinion" of the event or agent. The "agent" can be understood here to be 

any person, animal, or entity that acts upon the Stoic actor. Impulse for the Stoic actor 
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may best be defined as the "emotive impulse response." This is not necessarily the 

physiological response such as banging your knee and saying, "ouch." Nor is it raw 

instinct which drives a person toward certain survival related necessities. The focus here 

is on the impulse reaction that carries a substantial emotive quality. By substantial I do 

not mean excessive. It does not have to be a huge emotional reaction for it to be a 

substantial emotive impulse response. It can be as small as a deeper realization revealed 

only by a shift in the eyes. For example, someone enters the room and says, "We have to 

talk about something right now." My opinion of the other will influence my emotive 

impulse response to that statement. If the person is my boss whom I respect deeply, then I 

may become very attentive to what he has to say. If the person is my boss for whom I 

have little respect, then I may only prepare myself to endure what I'm sure will be some 

droning drivel-talk about an upcoming board meeting. 

Another example may be the following. A vase falls from my desk and lays 

broken. My opinion of the vase dictates my emotive impulse response. If the vase was 

bought for ten cents at a garage sale and I only needed it to hold my pencils, then the loss 

is of little consequence to me. If the vase were a treasure given to me by a friend who 

searched high and low to give it to me, then the loss carries a greater emotive quality. 

I do not propose that an actor should "restrain" him or herself, but I join the other 

voices in acting theory history in encouraging the freedom of impulse. Sandford Meisner 

would have actors lay themselves open to the instinctual response. I trained in the 

Meisner Technique with Sandra Horner in Minneapolis, MN. The preliminary training in 

the Meisner Technique is focused on freeing the actor's instinctual reactions to stimuli. 
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Later exercises deal with impulses rising from committed action. The entire fabric of 

Meisner training is interwoven with the idea that an actor must first tmst their impulses 

and learn to act on them, "Work from your instincts." is the constant admonition of 

Sanford Meisner (Meisner 31). 

In similar fashion, the Grotowski tradition of actor training speaks of training via 

negativa. From his book. Towards a Poor Theatre, we find: 

The education of an actor in our theatre is not a matter of teaching him 
something; we attempt to eliminate his organism's resistance to this psychic 
process. The result is a freedom from the time-lapse between inner impulse 
and outer reaction in such a way that the impulse is already an outer 
reaction. Impulse and action are concurrent: the body vanishes, bums, and 
the spectator sees only a series of visible impulses. (Grotowski 16) 

In the Grotowski technique, rather than accumulating skills, the actor is "burned 

away." There is an eradication of blocks so that all that remains is a series of inner 

impulses and outer manifestations. This sentiment is echoed in A Practical Handbook for 

the Actor: 

Don't censor or judge your impulses; do whatever occurs to you and don't 
worry about whether it is appropriate for the scene There will be times 
when some of your impulses will end up running counter to your action. 
For instance, during the course of a scene in which you are making amends, 
you might offend the other person by yelling at him. What you must now 
deal with is the fact that you've made a mistake. Don't be afraid of trying 
anything and everĵ hing you think would aid your action in a given 
moment. Allow all your impulses out without censoring or judging them. 
(Bmder 41) 

Similariy, within the same book, actors are encouraged to live in the moment. 

That is, they are encouraged to "react impulsively to what the other actor in the scene 

does, according to the dictates of your action" (88), Impulse occurs in moments - in the 
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present. The very nature of theatre is ethereal and passing. It passes through the actor's 

and spectator's life and is gone. It is, therefore, incumbent upon the actor to enter those 

moments fully. 

The Stoics understood this delicate and tenuous grasp we have on the present. 

Marcus Aurelius spoke of how the present was the only thing a person could ever lose. 

"For a man cannot lose either the past or the future: for what a man has not, how can any 

one take this from him? . . . For the present is the only thing which a man can be deprived" 

(Commins 289). Recall a moment in your life of particular importance. It was a moment 

you knew was passing, and with quiet awe you absorbed it totally, knowing it was soon to 

go away. I beUeve the Stoic actor needs to first grow as an individual, capable of walking 

through life, aware of the moments that are passing and engaging them fiilly. The actor 

unable to enter into life's moments fully will be ill prepared to enter into created moments. 

Sanford Meisner says, "It is my belief that talent comes from instinct" (30). There 

is within the actor an impulsive, instinctual nature where creativity resides. It is close to 

what some may consider to be our dark side or our socially unacceptable side, if you will. 

Clarrisa Pinkola Estes, speaking on how the feminine instinctive nature has been "looted," 

says in Women Who Run With the Wolves: 

We are all filled with a longing for the wild. There are few culturally 
sanctioned antidotes for this yearning. We were taught to feel shame for 
such a desire. We grew our hair long and used it to hide our feelings. But 
the shadow of Wild Woman still lurks behind us during our days and in our 
nights. No matter where we are, the shadow that trots behind us is 
definitely four-footed, (xvii) 
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While this text speaks to women specifically, I believe this statement can find 

resonance in every person and for the purposes of this study, every actor. In talking with 

one student, Meisner said, "The tendency nowadays is to follow your instincts only when 

they are socially acceptable" (30). A taming has occurred. I have worked with young 

actors who approach their training and acting with shame and propriety stifling their 

impulses. They edit themselves. They examine their responses before releasing them for 

public consumption. What results is either a cold, clumsy approach to creating tmthful 

moments, or a heavy shellacking of skills and techniques the actor can conveniently hide 

behind, or a total occlusion to discovery found in releasing the impulsive nature. 

This is where I believe actor training should begin - the ability to tmst, release and 

act upon unpulses. To apply this theory to actor training I would encourage more 

freedom in classroom settings. Allow students to swear or cuss during improv games. If 

you edit their behavior, then they will too. In no way do I propose total disrespect and 

anarchy. Only allow students to express themselves wherever they are. The students will 

soon grow tired of the cheap gutter humor themselves. Let them work through it and 

discover. Let them release their "darker" side in games such as Instant Argument. 

Instant Argument is a simple and fast game where two actors are given a 

relationship with each other and then a subject to argue over An example may be two 

roommates arguing over the fact that one of them does not have this month's rent The 

actors engage the argument full force shouting at each other. They should yell over each 

other. It appears that they are not listening to each other, yet within the game they do 

hear the other and because they are yelling and have to maintain a certain level of energy 
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and constant talking they have to react impulsively to the other's comments. The acting 

coach starts the argument by counting to three. At three, the two begin arguing. Within 

just a few seconds, the coach claps his or her hands together. This is the signal for them 

to go "over the top" into uncontrollable shrieking. The game stops just seconds 

afterward. This may sound highly caustic and detrimental. However, by releasing these 

more easily manifested aspects of the actor's impulses, they will soon find the more subtle 

aspects of impulse being released. 

Within this stage of training there lies a dichotomy. On the one hand the instmctor 

wants the student to free themselves from societal editing and cultural assumptions. On 

the other hand, there is the very real need for sensitivity. 

I was very fortunate to be able to enter into a personal email discussion with Dr. 

Lawrence Becker, author of A New Stoicism. He was interested in my application of 

Stoicism to an art form and was of considerable help to me. Regarding sensitivity, we 

discussed the Stoic maturing process of oikieosis (Oye-Key-O-Sis), sometimes interpreted 

as "appropriation." It is the growth toward being concerned for the other for their own 

sake as much as one would be concerned for one's own self 

This addresses the concern I have for the actor's ability to listen. The word 

"listen" is too small to carry what I want it to here. It seems that the average actor does 

not listen at their core being. That is, they merely wait for their turn to speak. The Stoic 

actor should be able to enter any room and quickly determine who is having a bad day 

without their being a word spoken. They must learn to listen with their entire being, 

picking up the smallest signals and allowing them to influence their own behavior. They 
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must be willing to let in whatever the other does. This is the state of communion -

perceiving and accepting anything from the other. 

Stoic actor training should begin with exercises designed to move the actor into a 

continual listening posture. After acquiring the ability to listen to themselves, the Stoic 

actor will begin to direct their "listening" to outside of themselves. The first challenge in 

impulse training is to release instinct regardless of propriety. The second challenge is to 

release impulse in sensitive coimection to the other actor. Once impulse has been released 

it then must learn to lay quiet, waiting for its incitement. The actor wants to do nothing 

until the other makes him or her I have worked with actors who have great impulses and 

are very inventive. However, they at times lack the ability to listen, to connect to their 

partner. They wonder why their scenes fall apart or lack honesty and often blame the 

other for being closed up. What has really occurred is a failure on the first actor to listen 

to the other. No actor works in a vacuum. There is another there. What will they bring 

to the moment? It is incumbent upon the actor, in a sense, to be willing to go up there 

with nothing. The tmest, most honest impulses are those released while being intimately 

connected to the other actor. 

Action 

The second element in this approach is called by Epictetus the "will to get and will 

to avoid." Basically these are action choices. Let us accept as a working definition that 

action is the physical pursuance of a specific goal. It is not necessarily movement. It 

certainly is not blocking, the physical movement of an actor on stage. The actor may 
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plead for help and never leave a chair. This concept is not uncommon to the acting 

student. "Intention" or "motivation" are common terms in their vocabulary. Stoic 

philosophy influences action choices by asking that we only pursue or avoid those things 

within our control. This advice comes from the second aphorism of The Enchiridion: 

Remember the will to get promises attainment of what you will, and the 
will to avoid promises escape from what you avoid; and he who fails to get 
what he wills is unfortunate, and he who does not escape what he wills to 
avoid is miserable. If then you try to avoid only what is unnatural in the 
region within your control, you will escape from all that you avoid; but if 
you try to avoid disease or death or poverty you will be miserable. 

Therefore let your will to avoid have no concern with what is not in man's 
power, direct it only to things in man's power that are contrary to nature. . 
. . for if you will to get something not in man's power you are bound to be 
unfortunate. (Commins 254) 

By applying this philosophical advice to their craft, actors are instmcted to refine 

their action choices at this basic level - is it within their sole control? If so, it is workable. 

If it is not, they should reexamine it. Of the two types of actions, pursuit and avoidance, 

Theophrastus might agree that pursuit is the stronger. Marcus Aurelius quotes him in 

Meditations. Book II, 10* aphorism: 

The offences which are committed through desire are more blameable than 
those which are committed through anger. Rightly then, and in a way 
worthy of philosophy, he said that the offence which is committed with 
pleasure is more blameable than that which is committed with pain, and on 
the whole the one is more like a person who has been wronged and through 
pain is compelled to be angry; but the other is moved by his own impulse to 
do wrong, being carried away towards doing something by desire. 
(Commins 287) 

Where Theophrastus considers actions motivated by desire to be more 

"blameable," I interpret it as being dynamic and powerful. To desire something is the 
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strongest action. Encourage actors to find what they desire in the scene or the moment 

and commit to fulfilling that desire. There are various expressions of commitment that can 

be viewed here. Is it an emotional commitment? An intellectual commitment? Or a 

intuitive commitment? The Stoic actor is primarily concerned with a decisional 

commitment. It is the clear defining of what the character wants and then pursuing that 

goal with no regard to how one feels during the pursuit. This is not an occlusion to 

emotion. Rather, it is an opening up to whatever attendant emotion will accompany the 

action choice. The woman pleading for the life of her son is not in the least concerned 

with her own emotional state, but ultimately concemed with the saving of her son's life. 

She may experience a broad range of emotional values while pursuing this goal: anger, 

sadness, remorse, indignity, etc It simply is not addressed in the choosing of actions. 

They will tag along of their own volition. 

There is a need for honesty in action choices. Stanislavski is quoted in A Practical 

Handbook for the Actor as saying, "play well or badly, but play tmly" (Bmder xi) 

Likewise, Marcus Aurelius notes that the 

soul of man does violence to itself when it plays a part, and does or says 
anything insincerely and untmly (or) when it allows any act of its own and 
any movement to be without aim, and does anything thoughtlessly and 
without considering what it is, it being right that even the smallest things be 
done with reference to an end. (Commins 289) 

Actors should not do violence to themselves hy playing a part Yet, we see it 

often - the actors who pretend or who fake their way through a scene merely indicating 

what their characters desire. Within the Stoic instmction to philosophers there is the 
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recurring theme of "be what you wish to seem" (Bmder xi). Epictetus admonishes 

philosophers to rarely speak of their philosophy, only to be it. 

The sheep do not bring their grass to their shepherds and show them how 
much they have eaten, but they digest their fodder and then produce it in 
the form of wool and milk. Do the same yourself; instead of displaying 
your principles to the multitude, show them the results of the principles you 
have digested. (Commins 270) 

The advice as it appUes to students of Stoic philosophy is as follows. Do you wish 

to be regarded as generous? Be generous. Do you wish to be seen as patient? Be patient. 

Do not put on a show. Do not display your abilities for the sake of having them seen. Of 

course, actors do just that. It is part of the job. Actors display their abilities. The Stoic 

actor, however, is advised to be what they wish to seem, not seem what they wish to be. 

The call is to honesty. What is honesty on stage? Are not actors making it all up anyway? 

Actors do indeed invent imaginary circumstances. The Stoic actor, however, is not 

behaving falsely. They seek to behave tmthfiilly in imaginary circumstances, As Sanford 

Meisner puts it, "The foundation of acting is the reality of doing" (Meisner 16). 

Every action should have an end. There should be that specific goal. Actors 

should be able to see in their partners whether or not they are succeeding in their goals. 

While the action should have its test in the other, it is also not to be manipulative. The 

guiding principle for action choices is ultimately, "Is it within my control?" Can I as an 

actor make my partner mcuf! No. According to Stoic principles, that is an emotion and 

emotions are not within our control. Most certainly the emotions of others are not within 

our control. I can not make you mad. I can, however, berate you or confront you with 

facts or push you. Just as in real life when we see our goal and take specific action to 
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achieve that goal, so too must actors choose what they can specifically do to achieve their 

goal. 

Opmion 

Let us accept as a working definition that opinion is a belief stronger than 

impression or vague notion and less strong than positive knowledge. It is not concemed 

with absolute tmth, but what you perceive to be tme. Epictetus maintains that when some 

event disturbs you, it is not the event that disturbs you, but your opinion or judgement on 

the event (255, 258). Likewise, when someone insults you, he or she does not insuh you, 

but rather insults your opinion of yourself It is your own thoughts which then offends 

you (259). The point here is that the other person, in and of himself, is not affecting you. 

Your opinion of yourself and the other is affecting you. Consider, for a moment, that 

some stranger for whom you had little regard, insulted you. Now recall a moment when 

someone for whom you held high regard expressed disappointment in you. Have you ever 

made a comment to someone that you meant in jest and they reacted hurtfully. Perhaps 

their opinion of themselves did not find a "fat joke" to be so humorous. Now in regards 

to acting, it is not the event or the word or the physical action that affects the character. It 

is your character's opinion of that event, word, or physical action. Therefore, do not 

suppose that an action will have any impact on you if you have no opinion of the other 

character or the event. This ties into the earlier discussion of impulse. 

Now regarding how opinion affects the actor's outward action, I do not propose 

that an actor should "play an opinion." This would only lead to indicative acting which 
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may pass for action in the hands of an actor well equipped with a "bag of tricks." Rather, 

the actor should couple their actions with opinion choices. Identifying opinion produces 

the adverb in an action Adverbs are powerfiil components of action statements. They 

give characterization to actions, describing how the action will be played out. The action 

is what I am doing. The adverb is how I am doing it. It is the element of character. 

Sanford Meisner says in his book On Acting that "Character comes from how you do what 

you do" (156). 

Here are some examples I've developed to illustrate this: 

Two lovers in a room. 

"I must pursue you" is an action. 

"You are so very desirable to me." is an opinion. 

This may lead to the action of "I must pursue you relentlessly." 

Examine this variation now. 

"I must pursue you." remains the action. 

"It is not proper for me to have you" is the new opinion. 

This may lead to the action of "I must pursue you reluctantly." 

Notice now what happens when you couple the first action with the opinion, "You 

are a vile criminal to me." The action may keep the adverb, "I must pursue you 

relentlessly." However, this opinion choice colored the adverb differently. It gave it 

specificity. So often an action can be played emptily. Defining opinion will aid actors in 

connecting to the adverb in the action and to investing themselves deeper into the action 
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Opinion becomes the inner motive force behind the adverb. Epictetus gives this advice on 

how opmion alters action in relationships. 

Everything has two handles, one by which you can carry it, the other by 
which you cannot. If your brother wrongs you, do not take it by that 
handle, the handle of his wrong, for you cannot carry it by that. Rather, 
take it by the other handle - that he is your brother, brought up with you, 
and you then you will take it by the handle that you can carry by. (269) 

Examine this example as an acting scene. You are in a scene in which your tmsted 

brother wrongs you. The reply is not, "You worthless bastard, you have wronged me." 

Rather it is, "My own brother whom I love and tmst, you have done this to me?" It is a 

matter of identifying relationships, and the opitiions they form that will lead to fixUy 

colored actions. Approach acting situations with your hand on the proper handle - What 

is my opinion of the other? Characterization becomes not a matter of posing, cliches, or 

tricks designed to trigger the lazy mind toward recognition of stereotypes, but it becomes 

a fine art with specific results. Encourage actors to go beyond simple role definitions 

Ask them, "Is this man your father or your daddy?" Relationships are not so clear cut and 

simple. Is she your wife? Your "ball and chain?" Your bride? Your lover? Your fiiend? 

Remember also that characters have opinions of themselves. Often shaped by 

outside influences, but ultimately they are the character's own. If I am confident, then 

insults land differently on me, as does praise, Avoid the trap of trying to work another's 

opinion of you. It only shapes your opinion of them. That is what is within your control. 

Where is emotion work in this approach? It is learned and forgotten. Will the 

Stoic actor experience emotion? Certainly. He or she simply does not seek it out. It will 

come or it will not, depending upon the level of commitment to action, honesty and clarity 
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of opinion, and tmst in impulse EmotionaHsm is nothing more than our willingness and 

ability to connect to something meaningfiil. I am not opposed to emotion training for the 

actor. I am, however, leery of emotional traps. There are two evils regarding the actor 

and emotion training. There is the actor who holds on to a particular emotion and there is 

the actor who holds back from an emotional experience. 

Regarding actors who hold on, I have seen actors begin to enjoy their emotions so 

much and become so proud of their ability to be emotional that what results is a beautiful 

expression of emotion with little regard to what the action is. I have seen actors hold on 

to a particular emotion they arrive at because it felt so good and rewarding to have arrived 

at a moment where they can honestly feel something on stage. What occurs is an inner 

psychic loop where the actor is more concemed with sustaining their emotional state 

rather than sustaining the intimate connection or communion with the other. These actors 

tend to forget that they are not working to achieve an emotional state within themselves. 

They work so the audience may achieve an emotional state. 

The actor who holds back is that one who is unwilling to engage an emotional 

experience that might rise honestly from a situation. This actor will see an emotional 

quality rising up within and rather than allowing it to find expression, he or she will 

suppress it. This actor may benefit from exercises that deal with confronting personal 

emotional experiences and allowing them to find expression The Stanislavski/Boleslavski 

tradition would have actors recall past events in their life with increasingly specific details 

in order to arrive at the attendant emotion. The attendant emotion is that emotion which 

accompanies the details recalled. The actor on stage, however, has no time to be reliving 
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a past trauma in order to feel something. They have only time to be in the moment. In my 

opinion, emotion exercises serve only to train the actor in one aspect - their willingness 

and ability to connect to something meaningful. After this ability is cultivated, then the 

actor can connect to anything meaningfijl, such as a created moment on stage or a 

monologue that is simply allowed to "get to them." The Stoic actor does not force 

emotional moments, he or she allows them. 

Through understanding essential Stoicism, one may better understand David 

Mamet when he says in his book, Tme and False: 

The actor does not need to 'become' the character. The phrase, in fact, 
has no meaning. There is no character. There are only lines upon a page. 
They are lines of dialogue meant to be said by the actor. When he or she 
says them simply, in an attempt to achieve an object more or less like that 
suggested by the author, the audience sees an illusion of character upon 
the stage. 

To create this illusion the actor has to undergo nothing whatever. He or 
she is as free of the necessity of 'feeling' as the magician is free of the 
necessity of actually summoning supernormal powers. The magician 
creates an illusion in the mind of the audience. So does the actor. (Mamet 
9) 

The Stoic actor is free to feel without being required to feel. Arrival of emotion 

within the Stoic approach to acting either occurs or it does not. It is not a measure of 

success as seen in so many versions of method acting. 

Eudaimonia 

Where then is the reward? The Stoic sage is encouraged to not pursue anything as 

a means to an end. One does not act a certain way or perform certain duties only so that a 
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possible fijture "happiness" may follow. According to Stoic principles, the actor can not 

control the audience response. If the positive audience response is outside the Stoic 

actor's control and therefore of no importance, then why act at all? Does the actor not 

perform in order to receive the warm ovation during the curtain call? If this is removed, 

then where is the reward or motivation to act at all? 

In fiirther discussions with Dr. Lawrence Becker, the Stoic ideal of eudaimonia, 

(You-Die-Mo-Knee-Ah) began to find particular application here. It is sometimes poorly 

translated as "happiness." This does not begin to encompass what it means. 

Contemporary attitudes toward happiness tend to regard it as an end reward of a separate 

activity. Material possessions, a lifestyle, or endeavors are pursued because there is the 

promise of happiness as a result. As mentioned earlier, eudaimonia is the Stoic concept or 

ideal of a "smooth flow of life" found by realizing that the pursuit of virtue is its own 

reward. Virtue or "Arete" can also be translated as "excellence." Therefore, it can be 

accepted in Stoic circles that eudaimonia is the belief that the pursuit of excellence is its 

own reward. The idea is that one should not pursue virtue or excellence in one's life for 

another end. It is its own end. It is not something sought just so that another end may be 

achieved. One does not act virtuous just so as to earn the respect of others. Virtuous 

living is its own reward. It does not matter who does or does not respect you. 

For the Stoic actor then, eudaimonia is the pursuit of excellence which is its own 

end Excellence or Stoic virtue, for the actor, is found in the pursuit of those tmthful 

moments of honesty which are passed through and the joy of creation is the only thing left 

The artist paints to paint, the poet writes to write, and the musician is most alive when the 
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song flows from him. The highest point of their creative life is found in the creating. 

While I fiilly believe that the theatrical art is not finished until it is completed in the 

audience, it has become easy for actors to prostitute themselves in their art so that they 

work harder for the recognition than they do to create. They will find themselves going 

for the easy laugh at the expense of an honest moment or they will "milk" a dramatic 

pause only because they feel the audience will pity them more. One can argue that both 

performers and audiences alike are being conditioned to accept this due to the emotionally 

manipulative styles of many successful contemporary movies. It is the immature actor 

who craves the applause or the laugh to ensure him that he or she has done a good job. 

The mature actor knows when they have tmly created and when they have merely 

indicated. 

So where is applause or laughter in the Stoic actor equation? If the positive 

audience response is outside the Stoic's control and therefore nothing to him, then how 

should the Stoic actor regard it? The positive audience response is relegated to the 

preferred but not controlled list. Here we have to understand the Stoic admonition to 

follow your nature or "preferences." It is an understanding of your nature and then a 

resignation to follow that nature. For example, the sheep prefers to eat grass rather than 

stones. It is not out of pride that it eats grass. It is merely within the sheep's distinctive 

nature to prefer grass over stones. It may be within a man's nature to prefer success over 

failure in their endeavors. The Stoic sage is given to understand that while neither one 

should directly affect the contentment of his soul, he may well prefer success over failure. 
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It is merely within his nature. Success is seen as one of the "preferred indifferents" of the 

Stoic life. 

To apply this perspective for the Stoic actor, one must understand the certain 

distinctive qualities inherent to the nature of theatre. By understanding these as inherent 

quahties and not motivated out of a need for selfish ends, the Stoic actor can approach his 

or her craft with a mature attitude. First, it can be argued that it is within the distinctive 

nature of theatre that it be performed in front of an audience. Peter Brook in The Empty 

Space said, "I can take any empty space and call it a bare stage. A man walks across this 

empty space whilst someone else is watching him and this is all that is needed for an act of 

theatre to be engaged" (9). There is the long held belief in dramatic criticism that the 

theatre exists to both teach and to entertain the audience. This assumes the existence of 

an audience to receive the teaching and entertainment. All that is required for theatre to 

exist is an actor, a space, and at least one audience member. Secondly, it has been 

encouraged in various acting theories that the actor should seek, above all, to enter into 

tmthful moments on stage. While the Stoic sage seeks to live a virtuous life that is its own 

reward, the Stoic actor is not always playing a virtuous character. He or she will pursue 

the virtue found in plajdng honestly those tmthful moments on stage. Finally, it is not a 

long stretch to assume that it is also part of the distinctive nature of theatre to prefer the 

positive audience response over the negative one. This is akin to the Stoic sage's 

preference for success over failure. The point is that the Stoic actor will know when they 

are entering into tmthfijl moments of creation and when they are not. Every audience is 
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different and will bring their own tastes, likes and dislikes to the theatre experience. The 

Stoic actor wdll not gauge their work solely on the ovation or the lack thereof 

The audience is not thrown away as an afterthought in this approach. They are not 

ignored. The art of theatre is completed in their viewing. I do not speak of a passive 

viewing. The audience comes to the theatre to have an experience. They come to the 

theatre to encounter, with the actors, the human experience. By acknowledging that the 

audience is not a judge, the Stoic actor will see the audience in the proper perspective. 

They are there as part of the inherent nature of theatre, co-creators working with them. 

While any actor, regardless of how "stoic" they wish to be, will enjoy the positive 

audience response, it should only ever mn a "close second" to the eudaimonia experienced 

in the moment of creation. 

These same moments can occur in the absence of the audience, in the rehearsal 

setting. Actors can be working a scene and discover a new subtext to their line which 

spurs another actor to a new discovery. A director may reahze a new bit of blocking 

points up a moment better than a previous choice. Designers bring in choices that alter 

decisions for the better. Eudaimonia can be experienced strongly in these moments of 

collaboration where the primary concern is the creative moment being engaged 

completely. 

Every actor will face the "cold" or "hot" audience. There will be those 

performances where the audience is reacting warmly to the work and the actors will 

respond to that and their performances will find new dynamics and energy. There are also 

those times when the audience is simply not as responsive as was expected. The audience 
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feels cold and the actor slips into defeating self-doubts. They begin to wonder what they 

are doing wrong. The actor slips into introspection and may either begin to work too hard 

to "win" them back or surrender their work to apathy. At these moments, it is requu-ed of 

the actor to go back to where their craft is tmly fed - to the intimate connection with the 

other onstage. The actor should go back to their action and opinion work. They should 

go back to what they are fighting for in their scene. Their reward - their eudaimonia - is 

found in the act of creating anew the tmthfiil moment. 

The Stoic actor will approach his or her craft with a mind toward three things: 

releasing and acting on impulse within the context of sensitive connections, defining clear 

playable actions, and making opinion choices for his or her character. The Stoic actor will 

also see that it is the creation of the art that is more rewarding than the recognition. The 

first and last question is always, "Is it within my control?" 
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CHAPTER III 

AN EVENING OF MAMET 

A Brief Account of the Evening 

An Evening of Mamet is the title given to the directing project for this thesis work. 

It was comprised of David Mamet's one act play, Bobby Gould in Hell, and four other 

short works of his from his collection, Goldberg Street: Yes, But So What. All Men Are 

Whores: An Inquiry. 4 A.M.. and Doctor. I had originally wanted to direct one of his 

longer works such as American Buffalo or Glengarry Glen Ross, but these were not 

accepted during the proposal process for various reasons. I do not recall the exact 

reasons, but they seemed to revolve around production demands. At any rate, I am 

perfectly satisfied with the choices arrived at for production. These short plays of his are 

wonderfully constmcted and rarely seen on stage. From Goldberg Street. David Mamet 

says in his introduction titled, "Suitable for Framing:" 

Tradition has it that Shakespeare finished King Lear and handed it to 
Richard Burbage sa)dng: "You son-of-a-gun, I've finally written one you 
can't perform." 

I would like to say these pieces were done as experiments in form, rhythm, 
and sound, but in tmth they were written as emotional meal tickets which 
would allow me to get through a day not consecrated to some major 
(longer) project and still think of myself as a writer. 
The bad news is that I feel that some of these three- and ten-minute plays 
are the best writing I have ever done, and what in the world are they good 
for? 

So I thank you for your interest in this collection, I hope the pieces are fim 
to read and perform - they were all fun to write. (1) 
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When I chanced upon Bobby Gould in Hell. I thought it to be his most comical and 

interesting piece. The trouble lay in its being only a one act and, therefore, not a complete 

evening of theatre and suitable thesis project. While reading these pieces from Goldberg 

Street. I was intrigued by Mamet's ability to condense so much into so little dialogue. I 

also began to see a pattern emerging. I was also drawn to the challenge in constmcting a 

cohesive evening with works that were, at first glance, only tied together by a common 

playwright. I could see the themes earlier discussed in this thesis being revealed in all 

these short works. In the spirit of creating a cohesion between the pieces, I cast only four 

actors who moved in and out of the different plays: Sally Allen, Ryan Palmer, E. Ryan 

Barbe, and Lee Kirgan. 

The evening was constmcted by introducing the audience to the rhythm of 

Mamet's language in Yes. But So What, a short piece where two men philosophize about 

such things as death, judgement, and their own moral shortcomings. I feel this piece most 

exemplifies his peculiar high-speed interchange of dialogue so demanding to actors. This 

skit also wonderfully mirrors the idea found in Bobby Gould In Hell of people trying to 

draw God's attention by "behaving badly." All Men Are Whores: An Inquiry followed. 

This play was written for two men and one woman. I took some liberties with the line 

assignments so that all four actors could be involved. It is an unusual play that examines 

primal urges in a poetic fashion. It is a very difficuh piece due to its narrative fashion. 

Different characters just take time talking directly to the audience, telling stories and 

reflecting on them I did not change any lines, but assigned them so that the narrative 

dipped into a dialogue of sorts now and then. The actors sat on stools the entire time and 
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spoke directly out to the audience, even when in dialogue. This brought out the 

connection they experienced in their stories while still allowing for the distancing that 

comes in remembering a happening. This piece also laid a foundation for the audience to 

appreciate the comical treatment of male-female relationships explored in Bobby Gould In 

Hell. All Men Are Whores: An Inquiry is a very sedentary and contemplative piece For 

this reason, it was followed by two high energy pieces before intermission. 

4 A.M. followed. It is a very short piece where a man calls into one of those late 

night talk shows and begins to spout off about the idea of resurrecting people on another 

planet. Where it lacks in the high precision interchange of Yes. But So What, it is a highly 

charged examination of the Utopian ideal that man seeks and how man's own inner failings 

will never allow him to find or create such a place. 

The final piece before intermission was a short skit simply titled. Doctor. A man 

enters a waiting room and complains about his medical bill. It is also a highly charged 

piece. I chose to end the first act with this one because it wonderfiilly set up a moment in 

Bobby Gould In Hell where the Interrogator discovers to his great disgust that the woman 

he called down to hell was a medical assistant. When one reads these or views these two 

in close proximity, one sees the apparent connection within the playwright. It would 

appear that David Mamet has something against the impersonal attention given to patients 

at times. I cast Sally Allen as both the medical doctor in this skit and as the girl in Bobby 

Gould in Hell. Ryan Palmer played both the patient in Doctor and the Interrogator in 

Bobby Gould In Hell. Ryan Barbe was added into the Doctor as the wonderfully 

indifferent and silent receptionist, calming leafing through a magazine as the argument 
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explodes. His apathy perfectly pointed up the mdifference found in people as they hide 

behind then-jobs or duties that protect them from havmg to care, or for that matter, even 

get mvolved. 

Bobby Gould In Hell was the second act of the evening. It was a joy watching the 

audience tie together all the threads from the earlier skits. A man is sentenced to hell and 

is faced with the Interrogator and his mild-mannered assistant. A high speed interchange 

of dialogue drives the play forward while he defends his life even in the face of an ex-

girlfriend who is called down to testify against him. All the earlier elements of death, life 

after death, sin, forgiveness, and the sheer "cussedness" of the human condition come 

folding back together. I beheve the audience was truly introduced to the playwright, 

David Mamet. 

Reflections on the Process 

What did I leam? What would I tell the next person directing a Mamet play? 

Attention to the language is key. Tmst the lines. Character does indeed rise from the 

lines as Mamet contends. This experience also raised the question, "Does directing mean I 

have to do something?" 

The first thing that impacted us as we began rehearsals was how the script refused 

to be blocked until it was understood and memorized. After our initial read-through and 

discussion, we began blocking with Bobby Gould in Hell. We were unable to even work a 

few lines because the scripts kept getting in the way, so we thought. I would give them 

some blocking, and they would begin working it, but were unable to do the blocking 
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because the lines had to come too fast and how could they do both? It was all very 

fiiistrating. The process broke down into a lot of, "Well, try this on this line." "Push him 

back when you say this and then release him when you say this." The whole approach was 

wrong. What I was trying to do was help the lines, to fix the lines with clever blocking. 

The script was not in the way, I was. I was in the way of the script. In his book, Tme and 

False. David Mamet lays down some very bold advice to the actor. He essentially requires 

the actor to do no more than say the line. He contends that there is no such thing as 

character. Just say the line, The character rises from the lines. Will this work? It 

sounded like so much ranting when I first read it. I felt he was more reactionary than 

anything else. I thought that perhaps he was only speaking against the over-

characterization that some actors do. They can be so self indulgent that the play gets lost 

behind the acting. 

We decided to just stop the blocking. We went outside on the front porch and 

smoked. And read. And smoked. And read again We spent ten days out on the porch 

smoking and reading through the script. Mining for meaning and rhythm. We would 

work sections over and over again until we understood the flow of the language. Actors 

had to let go of thek desire to act, to improve the lines with their masterful interpretations. 

They had to tmst the lines. Ryan Palmer, who is the master of mugging, had the most 

difficult time of it. However, he takes direction like a real pro. He can handle the most 

acerbic comments and will never shrink back from the job. This makes working with him 

very easy as you can be bmtally honest when trying to communicate with him and not 

have to dance around a sensitive ego. He would go through a section, and I could just 
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simply tell him to stop mugging and play the moment honestly. And he would rework it, 

simpler than before. I do not think he became fiilly released from his tricks, but he made 

some good strides. 

We learned about the third voice. Essentially, it is what occurs when two people 

begin to talk over each other. The overlapping gives way. A third voice rises over the 

din, and this is what we hear. It is where our mind makes sense. Most people have been 

in situations when talking with some energetic, opinionated fiiends. Everyone is talking at 

once, or they are quickly finishing each other's sentences. When the dust settles, you are 

able to say, "Ok, what I think I hear everyone saying is..." and your mind accumulates all 

that was spoken and creates a meaning. It is the third voice. 

I saw something happening during the rehearsal process that occurs in many plays. 

Each actor begins to think their line is important. They sit there waiting like vultures for a 

pig's last breath for their turn to be fiinny. It would just kill it. The action would stop 

while they acted and made their line funny. But this is what we learned - your line is not 

funny. The other's line is not funny. Neither one is important. You two work together to 

produce the third voice. That is what we are trying to create. 

I only ever did one game with them. I'll call it Instant Agreement. I would give 

two actors two elements of a story, and they each had to bring them together by talking 

over each other while retelling a story they both knew. For example, I might say to them, 

"Barbe and Pahner. You two tell us a story about the time you were in Mexico together 

and Palmer, you be sure to bring in the part about the angry hooker and Barbe, be sure we 

hear about the drywall. Ok, tell us the story." These two would then jump in with both 
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feet and begin to spin out the most outlandish story. The only mle was that they could not 

stop speaking, and they had to agree with each other's comments. It might sound 

something like this, 

P: Remember that time in Mexico... 

B: No shit.. What a riot. 

P: I can't believe those hookers. What was their problem? 

B: Honestly, like they'd never seen leather underwear before. 

P: On a donkey. 

B: Absolutely. What's the big deal? 

P: It wasn't like we .. 

B: You're right. All the papers were there. 

P: Of course, like we would do something like that without papers. 

B: Maybe it was the drywall. 

P: Could have been, that was a kinky development. 

B: Well, I always wanted to try that. 

P: Oh, I understand. How many haven't. 

, . . and so on. 

They would overlap even more so than I am able to illustrate here. The exercise 

allowed us to explore in an improv situation what Mamet does by design. People talk 

over each other. They spin back and begin over again. They stop themselves. They do 

not speak in complete sentences. They do not make sense. The spoken language is an 

exercise in ftitility. Words inhibit us. It fmstrates us that we have to use words to talk 
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about words. Let us say I have an idea. Now I have to try and explain my thoughts using 

words. However, sentences require me to talk properly. I even have to write properly. 

Here I am now, restricted to communicating to you now what would make more sense if 

you could only see my arms gesticulating wildly. It would surely make even more sense if 

we were engaged in conversation. I do not mean that polite conversation where someone 

talks and then another responds. I speak of that interwoven exchange of simultaneous 

thought where two people work together toward meaning. Each one checks the other to 

see if they are still with them, and they move on, overspeaking each other, in search of 

understanding what the other is talking about. This type of active verbal exchange gives 

rise to the third voice. The outside listener is not hearing one or the other. What is heard 

is the third voice rising. You have walked in on heated arguments, no doubt. Two people 

shouting madly at each other. If you were asked what the argument was about, you may 

be able to clearly state the two sides germinal issue with the other. Was that what you 

heard though? No. That is the meaning your mind extracted. The sad thing occurs when 

playwrights write the meaning the mind extracts and not the wonderful interplay that 

allows for that extraction. David Mamet's plays are wonderful gold mines of discovery 

where more is said by what is unspoken than what is spoken. 

The call to the director in a Mamet play, in my opinion, is to direct the third voice 

rising. Pull the actors back. Make them pick up their cues quickly. Do not fix the lines 

into rote interpretation.. 

After some ten days or so on the stoop smoking and working the lines, we came 

back in and began to block Bobby Gould in Hell, It was absolutely amazing to see the 
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difference. The first thing I noticed was Palmer going back to acting instead of to the 

lines. He thought he was a devil character, and so slow and menacing was the way to go. 

I quickly assured him that his work on the porch should not be forgotten. I instmcted him 

to go back to the rhythm. I said to him, "Notice that you are not called Devil or Satan in 

this show. You are the Interrogator. Perhaps that is a clue to what you do m the show." 

It is my contention from my experience, training, and research that it is far more 

interesting to watch an actor do something rather than be something. The actor who 

strives toward a state of being or an attitude becomes statically boring. After this 

direction, the scene flew. So much blocking was thrown out, and wonderfiil new things 

were discovered. It was a night of fantastic discoveries while I as an excited director 

screamed, "YES YES YES!!" while making those pumping actions with my arms. There 

almost was no direct blocking, but discoveries, as the lines moved the actors along the 

stage. By understanding the lines, simple intentions and rhythm, physical action became 

driven by the language. Rather than physicalizations motivating language discoveries, the 

exact opposite occurred. All this led to another discovery. 

Directors do not need to do all that much. What they do is sometimes motivated 

out of a need to feel like a director more than anything else. 

As this process began to unfold, I saw how little could be done without the lines 

being memorized first. You simply cannot direct a Mamet play with scripts in hand. Too 

much is dependent upon the rhythm. A piece of blocking may or may not work. I can not 

determine this if we do not have the timing of the language down first. Because of this 

need, much of my time was spent waiting for them to get the lines down. Whole rehearsal 
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periods were spent working lines and memorizing. Robert Wernsman came in and became 

our line coach and would drill the actors on just getting the lines down precisely and 

understanding the lines. While I waited for the chance to direct them, I sometimes felt Uke 

I really was not contributing all that much to the play. This was compounded when once 

they got their lines memorized, they needed very little help from the me. I might say as 

much as, "Hmmmph.... good stuff. Nice rhythm. You understand what you are saying 

and why you are." There is very little to do once the language is understood in a Mamet 

play. It works. It really does. There is no need for making your actors endure silly games 

where they get in touch with their spiritual elders through the stage floor or shouting into 

a brick wall. By engaging the language while not fixing the lines, they can not help but get 

into it and be honest. 

However during this process, I experienced some self doubts at times. Directors 

are supposed to work, aren't they? Aren't they supposed to do games and clever 

activities that bring actors to epiphanies of enlightened understanding? This directing 

experience forced me to stand back since no real work could be done until the lines were 

down pat. Imagine my surprise when I saw that memorization and line understanding was 

the real work. Directing was the small part. More was done by allowing them the 

environment where they could work and discover on their own. If nothing needed fixing, 

then why should I engage them in games that only took time away from the important 

work? This process led me to a sort of self discovery. Directors often do stuff* so they 

will feel Hke a director. We engage our actors in games that honestly do little more than 

stroke our egos. We want to give them a good experience, they feel goosebumps and so 
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does that make us good directors? Some directors can bring actors through highly 

emotional experiences. Is it good directing or just very seductive? Do I want the 

audience to see great directing? Great acting? Or a great play? A wise man once told me 

that a good light design is unnoticeable. I often contested this, but now I wonder at the 

simple brilliance. If I honestly want them to see a good play, then I WiU not direct where it 

is not necessary since it only serves to assure my frail ego that I am important to the 

process. 

I have also come to see that great technique can masquerade as talent. I have seen 

in actors where they can develop a great bag of tricks that they hide behind because they 

are scared to death someone will see they have no talent. Perhaps they do have talent. 

They do not know. They just know they want talent. So they layer themselves in a bundle 

of cliches and tricks that work. Honest moments scare them. So the same is tme of 

directors. We want to be seen as talented directors. So we accumulate games, tricks, 

techniques and means of manipulation. We learn how to be authoritative and how to mn a 

show with great organization so that no one may see we are not talented. The most 

inspiring thought I've encountered in this process of directing An Evening of Mamet is the 

idea that creativity occurs in states of imbalance - that moment when we have no idea 

what we are doing, but we know we have to do something. We are forced to rely upon 

our instinct and impulses. The question becomes, "Will we as artists seek out moments of 

imbalance or will we rather create a safe shell of technique or organization to dwell 

within?" I have never quite understood the preoccupation with organization. I 

understand its necessity. I understand it is an area I must grow in. It is simply not part of 
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my upbringing. It was never a measure of value. I worked for a short time as a youth 

minister in a small church in Minnesota. I actually had kids say to me after an event, 

"Good job. Well organized." Well organized? That's all? And these kids were being 

genuine. They honestly believed that was a great compliment. I was stunned Was it fiin? 

Did you have a good learning experience? While they would genuinely enjoy themselves, 

somehow these suburban kids had grown to appreciate organization as a hallmark of 

talent. I'm sure a sociologist would be able to better explain the impact of professional 

parents on their children's value system than I could but I will stop on this point here. I 

only mention it as background information to inform this other personal experience in this 

directing process. 

Most rehearsals begin about 7:00 p.m.. We talked at the first meeting and found 

that a start time of 6:00 p.m. was better for everyone. The following occurred. We would 

all get together at 6:00 p.m. and then spend the next thirty minutes just visiting. We 

would talk about what happened that day, the latest gossip or whatever. Sometimes we 

would talk about last night's rehearsal. The point is, we wasted a good half an hour every 

night when we should have been rehearsing. Can you imagine how this must have 

looked? My directing instmctor often walked through our little tea parties. Cast members 

would wander through in abject horror at the lack of organization. My poor stage 

manager was thmst into a boiling cauldron of indifference to schedule. What are we going 

to rehearse this week? I don't know. Let's see what happens. What? Crazy, eh? Now, 

it was not total chaos. We soon settled into some expectations of what was going to be 

done by the end of a certain week. We would soon realize that we had better get to work 
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and quit smoking outside. And we would. What did we lose? One half hour every night. 

We lost one half hour. That is what we lost. We gained family. We gained that thing that 

used to happen in my family back in a small southwest Texas town. That something that 

begins to weld its way into the fabric of your relationship. Where you are sitting around 

wasting time and joking with the sisters, and the next day you are out working alongside 

them baiUng hay. You're hot, dirty and sweaty and all the while you are laughing at the 

joke someone told yesterday. You have something with the other that makes you want to 

work harder with them. 

Some might say that half hour was wasted. Or maybe it was traded. I gave them a 

half hour to throw away, and they gave me a family. Now, tmst me, I understand there is 

no way I could get away with this with a large cast or a restricted rehearsal period. The 

final point being: Organization serves us. We do not serve it. 

I have come to see more clearly where technique, cliches, and organization can 

surround the artist, and we will stand amazed at the product sometimes. But every now 

and then it becomes quite clear that we have seen a collection of tricks. The play was not 

served. It was tolerated so that a director could attach a pet concept. It was tolerated so 

an actor could show off his sense memory or garner an easy laugh with a gimmick as 

easily applied as a button on a jacket. Tmst the play. Let the character rise from the lines. 

Release the third voice that rises above the dialogue and relieve the play of trappings that 

might hinder it. 
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APPENDIX A 

STOIC ACTING EXERCISE 1 
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I. Give 2 actors each a simple action they play with no talking or touching 
Restricting such activity moves the actor toward core action and away from 
indication. Actions might be: 
A: Pursues 
B: Avoids 
Or 
A: To get the other to just do it. 
B: To get the other to just leave you alone. 

II Give them one line each to repeat through this exercise. Such as, 
A; I heard what you did. 
B: What did you hear? 
Or 
A: We have to talk about it. 
B:I don't want to talk about it. 
Or 
A; I love you, and I want to stay with you. 
B: I love you, but you have to go now 
Or 
A: Please don't leave. 
B: I have to go. 

in Call "Switch Action" Actors maintain their assigned lines, yet exchange actions 
with each other. 

IV Add relationships. "Mother and son," "Man and wife," "Roommates for one 
year." "Engaged couple" 

V Add opinions. "You disgust me." "You disappoint me" "You are so sexy to 
me." "I tmst you." "You inspire me." "I respect you." 

VI Call "Switch Opinions." so that they are with apparently contradictory actions 
Have the actor pursuing operate with the opinion of, "You disgust me." and have 
the actor avoiding operate with the opinion, "You are so sexy to me." 

During one session, an actress ended up with the Une, "I love you and I want to 
stay with you." Her action was "to just get him to do it." Her opinion however was "you 
disgust me." The actors quickly established that they were in the hospital and her 
husband s face had been severely burned. The "it" became "to live." They created an 
interesting, touching, and complex moment of tmth 
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APPENDIX B 

STOIC ACTING EXERCISE 2 

"PILES" 
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This exercise assumes a basic knowledge in students regarding action statements. 

I. Have students write out the following on three separate sheets of paper 
A. Onepair of hnes to be spoken during exercise. One for each actor. Such 

as, 
1 "I can't deal with it anymore." 
2. "Well, you have to deal with it." 

B. One pair of simple action statements. Such as, 
1. "to plead for help" 
2. "to disgrace you." 

C. Onepair of opinions. Such as, 
1. "you disgust me" 
2. "you are so sexy to me." 

n. Separate the sheets into three piles. 

ni. Have actors work in pairs. Each actor will be either a "1." or a "2." during the 
work and will pick lines, actions, and opinions from each pile and play them. 

IV. Variations: 
A. Allow actors to go back to whatever pile they want, when they want, so 

long as they at least try out their first choices for awhile. 
B. Begin with just action and line combinations, then add opinion choices 

later. 
C. Allow variations and invention to occur within the two lines. 
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APPENDIX C 

MONOLOGUE CONVERSATION: A DIRECTING/TRAINING TOOL 
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This is a combination of a technique I learned from Julia Carey, professional director in 
Mpls. MN and Meisner patterns. 

The actor needs a prepared and memorized monologue. The director/coach does not 
particularly need to be familiar with the work. It may help, but it is not essential, since it is 
a means of minmg for meaning from the actor. It is a discovery tool for the actor. This 
technique is applicable in the classroom, rehearsal, and audition setting. 

The actor begins speaking his monologue. It may help to have them seated. Position 
yourself at a distance from them. Of course, you may wish to experiment with this as 
well. I try not to invade their space but draw them out and into mine. Let them get 
through a few lines. Have them start over again. Ask short questions that they can 
answer with the next line from their monologue. Employ Meisner patterns to move them 
toward the impulse reaction 

It may sound something like this. 
Actor: The land. This land It's all I have. It's all I know. You could blindfold me and 

take me anywhere on it and I could tell just by the smell where I am. 
Coach: ok. . start over. 
Actor: The land. 
Coach: What land? 
Actor: 77775 land. 
Coach: This landl 
Actor: This land. 
Coach: I'm sorry. What did you say? This dog? 
Actor: This land. 
Coach: It means something to you? This land? 

Continue with this. Ask questions. They may answer with lines outside the text, but you 
want to steer them toward discovering meaning behind the lines and conveying that 
meaning in subtext. 

If they begin to get frustrated then work through it. If you are looking for this quality, 
then continue. When I am only seeking meaning, I will tell them, "I want to listen to you." 
Insist on meaning. Insist on clarification. I don't only want to know what it means. I 
want to know that it means something to you, the actor. 

The first reaction you will see in the actor is stressing. The actor will begin to stress the 
words you are working or try to punch them, say them louder. You are not looking for 
simple scoring of a line. 
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The next reaction will be coloring. The actor will begin to see what he or she is talking 
about. They will begin to speak to your eye instead of to your ear. Images may appear to 
both of you. 

Close to this moment, the actor begins to move into meaning. I have sometimes seen a 
quieter revelation occur within the actor as they come to understand that this means 
something to me, the listener and therefore takes on more meaning for them. They do not 
try so hard anymore to convey some general sense of anger, remorse, or whatever crayon 
they pulled out of their acting bag. They tmst the meaning to be conveyed. 

I believe actors working with monologues tend to think its all for them. When you 
converse with them during the monologue and insist on understanding every word that 
they are speaking to you, it moves them into a deeper communion with the text, with their 
character, and with you, the listener. The monologue needs to be said. 
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DIRECTORIAL APPROACH FOR "AN EVENING OF MAMET" 

This is just a way for me to get you all "on deck" as it were. Some of this may not need 
saying. It is just something I do before each show I direct. 

This "Evening of Mamet" is only a part of my thesis work. It is a laboratory for the Stoic 
Experiment, an approach to acting based on the philosophies of Epictetus, Marcus 
Aurelius and the acting theories of David Mamet, There is also, of course, a definite 
flavor of Meisner in all this as well. 

I've written a more detailed paper regarding this approach. Essentially, it spells out the 
stoic belief that there are things within our control and things outside our control. We 
should only be concemed with those things within our control and be not concemed with 
those things outside of our control. I may share the paper with you all later. In short, I 
will be directing you mainly in terms of impulse, action, and opinion. The supposition is 
that attention to these three elements alone will inform other elements within the acting 
experience. 

I'm asking all the actors and Chuck Clay, the assistant to the director, to journal during 
this process. I am not insisting, nor demanding. It is just a request. It would help me a 
great deal. I would like to include excerpts from your journals within my final thesis. 
Your thoughts and reactions to this process will be invaluable to my research. Just jot 
down your thoughts after a rehearsal or when you are there but offscene. Restrict your 
journaling to the work at hand, not your daily events. And hey, just think, if this is ever 
published, you will be in there. 

AS to how we work together, I will spell it out as plain as possible. There is a time for 
giving advice and a time to take orders. Know when to give advice and when to take 
orders. I see actors as valuable creative forces that should be recognized and tapped into 
during the directing process. I expect you to give me your ideas on blocking, intentions, 
staging or anything. I expect you to understand clearly that this in no way indicates a 
democratic approach to directing. There is no voting in my cast. I have the final say in all 
matters regarding our rehearsal. There may be some adjustments to my approach in 
regards to design matters. I will hammer that out with them. This may sound autocratic. 
You will find that it is not. I am a huge fan of collaboration. Collaboration without a 
focal point however is irresponsible and scattered. 

I expect you to work toward a sense of "family" in the production. Do not "hope" that it 
happens. Just as I expect you to work toward memorization and preparedness, I expect 
you to strive toward becoming a cohesive company. 

Do not direct your fellow actor. There is Chuck and then there is me. 
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My promise to you: I won't let you look bad. I will listen to you. I will receive from 
you. I will push you. I will not accept less than your best. Rehearsals will be fun and 
productive. You will "kick ass." I will be proud of you. 

I am firmly convinced that I have a damn fine company to work with here. It is an honor 
to be working with you all. 

Geoffiey Howard 
Director 
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December 3, 1998 
Callbacks were last night. I had them first perform blank scenes to see who could play 
strong, clear actions. Some were vague. Two grad students, Amy and Josh, played just 
strong emotions with no real clarity as to what the hell the scene was about. Amy just said 
that she was trying to get Josh to do something. Others took the time to work up to the 
Unes, to create a clear story and play it through. I made a cut after all those. Callbacked 
only a few at that point. 

We then did line readings. Saw some stuff, but nothing really revealing. I could see what 
body types I wanted to see with who else. Something was still lacking. 

I then had the actors work with Meisner repeat work. Then work with one of the scenes 
that only deal with "give me one." " here is one." and so on. Saw some ability to listen to 
the instinctual reaction and tmst it. Lee was able to listen. Palmer kept trying to get 
pissed or piss off, I then had them work with some simple avoidance and pursuit work. 
Then I had Palmer sit and say his monologue while I talked with him through it, asking for 
meaning using the monologue conversation exercise Did the same with Lee. Some really 
great stuff" came out of Lee's work, so I saw that he can be real. Pahner still hides behind 
a mask or disguise. He can get to performance quickly, but he is missing out on some 
honest work at the same time. 

I loved working with the actors in the latter half Particularly with the monologue 
conversing work. I saw myself tmly drawing out meaning from the works and not 
attitudes. The actors made some important discoveries. And frankly, it feh good to 
impress them. I know that is selfish, but its there. It was also rewarding to see an actor 
discover something new and honest. 

Today, I heard from Josh that others were talking about how much they enjoyed my 
callbacks. Tiff" mentioned the same thing to me. Looks like I impressed them. Somehow, 
that feels real good, to be respected. It may not be very stoic of me, but what the hell. 

I find myself loving teaching and directing more and more. I am looking forward to 
teaching the Principles class next semester where I can expect more from the actors. 

The Monologue Conversation (for lack of a better name) comes from that director I met 
in Mpls. Juha something or other, it's on my resume. She taught the theatre of language 
seminar I attended. It is a way of talking with the actor while they work the monologue in 
such a way that their lines answer the questions you invent as you work with them. They 
connect to you strongly and intimately. Employ Meisner repeat patterns in the work to 
steer the actor away from brow-furrowing introspection. 

(It is a well known joke now to not eyeball me during a monologue. I feel like it insists 
that I perform with them. Yet, during the callbacks, I wanted the actor to connect with 
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me. The difference seems to be. One is an intimate, invited connection. The other is 
you shoving your acting-dick down my throat.) 

I sometimes turn away and wait for the line or the word from the actor that makes me turn 
around and listen. 

An intimate, invited connection can even occur in an argument. When both actors want it. 
I see manipulative acting, where one is forcing the other to play a certain way. Yet not 
responding to what is being given to them. Dr. Sorenson calls it a "cold actor." 

December 5, 1998 
Yesterday, Friday morning, we had our casting meeting Fred, Seth, Chuck, Christi and I 
were there. We only had to discuss around a few actors. Seth was willing to give up Lee, 
Sally, and Palmer.,, or he had no work for them at all. He wanted Rodd Vann, Justice, 
and Omar. They were my three choices for the assistant. He was willing to give me Ryan 
Barbe, who is a fine actor. I just hadn't seen him in the assistant position. He does 
however have some fine "honesty" in his work. I think he will do great. 

Palmer mentioned that he loved working with Barbe. They went to high school together 
in the Dallas area. I'm very pleased with the cast. Most importantly, I believe they will 
receive from me. 

Julia Carey. That is the name I was trying to remember. I attended a workshop she led 
called Theatre of Language. That is where I picked up that monologue conversing 
technique. I believe I have added to it. She went for "coloring" the words. Which 
brought out some wonderfiil things from the actors I observed her working with. 1 do that 
and also mine for meaning. 

January 28, 1999 
We have discovered that going to blocking is relatively useless in the early days of 
rehearsal. It only led to frustration and confusion. The second night of rehearsal we just 
went outside, smoked cigars, and ran lines and looked for subtext and action within the 
lines. I think we will stay with this process for awhile longer, perhaps until they are off 
book. 

Production meeting today was a lot of fun. I love talking with good designers. Rhinehart 
had some sketches of ideas he was playing with and we began talking and layering ideas 
on each other and arrived at an idea we were both excited about. He saw a "ring of fire." 
I think it would be great to have that song (by Johnny Cash) playing during the preshow. 
ha haha.... Perhaps a montage of hell and fire songs might be fun. There will even be 
two doors. Ha ha ha... let me explain... Rhinehart designed "Two Rooms," a show I was 
in. There were two doors upstage right and left. His next design was for a one-act play 
showcase in which two upstage doors were needed. At one point we got to kidding in the 
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shop about how Rhinehart could say to every director he ever worked with in the fiiture, 
"My promise to you: Two Doors in every show," Ha ha ha, ,. Well, I jokingly mentioned 
that I had to have two doors in this show, but quickly dismissed it, saying it really wasn't 
necessary. He came to me with sketches with no doors at all, but an interesting depiction 
of hell being represented by a ring of fire circling the entire set. I mentioned how we had 
discovered a more clinical attitude in the interrogator - like a dentist from hell, or a district 
attorney or a torturer from the Spanish Inquisition. We talked about an office door 
upstage right with a frosted pane of glass in it with "HELL" spelled backwards on it The 
interior of hell is shaping up to be a sterile environment. I requested the wheeled medical 
chair, a podium on wheels and one wheeled stool. This will allow us the opportunity to 
move the set around in a sort of dance fairly mimicking the language gymnastics. 
Rhinehart sees the floor in a sickly linoleum color. We should arrive at the feeling that hell 
is the worst dentist you could ever visit... then we stumbled upon the fiinny idea of an 
elevator upstage left that Glenna could appear in. It sounds like a hilarious idea, very 
corny. And we get the two doors! Ha ha ha. 

I talked vsdth Stephen Carpenter, our costume designer, during the meeting. Elizabeth 
Pollard was there and helped me to talk to him in terms that would inspire his creativity 
rather than dictate my own perceptions. It was very helpful. 

I find stoicism creeping into me on more levels. I find myself not concerning myself with 
things outside of my control. Being more laid back. I am taking a very relaxed approach 
to this project. I find myself tmsting my actors, my designers, my stage manager. I've 
never worked with a full compliment of support staff and it is sometimes staggering. 
Sometimes it seems that all I really need to do is show up and know the show. Everytime 
I think there is something I need to do, there is someone who has that job. 

Deanna Daniels is a wonderful stage manager. She was the assistant stage manager for 
Threepenny Opera in which I played a gang member. She was always sweet and polite 
and very professional. I asked for her because I saw her as not the type who takes the SM 
job as an excuse to be bossy. She is entirely efficient and will no doubt spoil me rotten. 

Febmary 3, 1999 
Deanna handed out all new scripts tonight. Enlarged and well organized. She is tmly 
amazing. I know this must be odd for her because I take such a laid back approach to the 
job. It is a small cast and we begin work after dinner is eaten and the smoking is done. 
The actors work hard and can really be self motivated when allowed to be, I even opened 
up discussion one night on when they should be off book and they suggested and agreed 
on a date that was fairly earlier than what I had in mind. It reinforces my belief that if you 
tap into the actors on other levels, they will rise to their own challenges. They take 
ownership on more levels. While I believe a director should fially understand a play, this 
one has left me clueless at many times. 
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I selected a piece called "Yes, But So What." You wanna know why? Have ya ever been 
looking at a painting and not understood it, but thought, "Cool. Nice colors." That is 
what I feh when first reading this piece. It is cryptic. I'm not sure what the hell it was 
talking about. I'm finding Mamet nearly impossible to read. His work has to be heard to 
get any kind of real understanding. The piece seemed to deal with some thoughts on 
death and judgement and stuff like that and I liked the rhythm work in it. So I chose it. 
Barbe and Pahner began working it and reading it tonight and we spent the whole evening 
on it. trying to tie it all together So much is left unsaid. The actors are really enjoying 
the work. We still have not blocked anything and this time we are all seeing as incredibly 
valuable. Barbe, thank god, loves table work. He is very enthusiastic about it and has a 
natural quality when conveying meaning and understanding of the script. Palmer still falls 
toward "performing" the piece or disengaging from it as two extremes. They are, of 
course, catching more than I am in the interpretation work. Sally also is good at finding 
meaning in the work. I'm only noticing that she will leap to the next action and miss out 
on the transitions that get her there. I think it is a small problem that she will eagerly 
address. The point that I began to make here is this... the actors in having the 
responsibility to discover the meaning and not have it ladled out to them are experiencing 
that sense of ownership that comes from discovery. They get more excited when they 
discover the meaning and are more committed to it's interpretation. 

Sometimes it is scary relinquishing so much control. They are very good about respecting 
me and do not see it as a sign of weakness, but rather respond very poshively to it, I do 
not see myself as someone with all the answers, but as a guide who knows the path. We 
walk along and we all find new rocks along the way. 

We don't always start at 6 pm as we are scheduled. If someone's a bit late, we smoke or 
chat till they show up. Today, Sally, Tiff and I had gone to get dinner and so arrived at 6 
and were eating until around 6:30. We all got caught up on the day's gossip and hit the 
rehearsal. Nothing suffered other than 30 minutes were spent not rehearsing. I am 
adamant about this, my belief Organization is often seen as a replacement for good work. 
Well honed technique often masks a lack of talent. Organization is highly overrated. It is 
not the answer to a fmitfiil rehearsal. It helps certainly. I think we just know that it 
"looks" better and so we allow it to fool us and those who we know are "watching" us 
into thinking that we are great directors. A well-managed classroom is no indicator of a 
great learning environment. It is the sign of a well-managed classroom and that is all I've 
been to highly organized rehearsals where creativity was written off as a casualty. 

Now, I've also experienced the loose rehearsal process and it has been an awful 
experience as well. Especially in large casts do I see the need for better organization, I 
hated the hours I spent offstage during "Everykindaman" rehearsals to wait and deliver my 
closing monologue at the end of the show. 

I think it is a matter of keeping the actors engaged on some level wherever possible. 
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When I'm working with a couple of actors, I will send Chuck out to work with two others 
on another area of the show. 

In past shows, where I've had actors waiting to come onstage and we are working a bit, I 
may turn to them and ask them for their input on a moment we are creating onstage at the 
time. 

The thing is: Never let an informal approach be mistaken for an apathetic approach. 

I do call Pahner on this 'bricks." He will not get away with them. Likewise he will not 
get away with not engaging the text. 

Febmary 21, 1999 
We go into tech week soon. We have mon through wed. then techs start. Actors still 
stmgghng with memorization. 

Robert Wernsman came in. What a godsend!! He has been drilling the actors on line 
memorization. I have made a very important discovery. Next time I direct a Mamet 
piece, I am going to build line coaches into the staff. The actors need rehearsal time 
devoted to memorization work. They have learned that they cannot memorize on their 
own like one might for a normal play. They have to work with another actor. They have 
also mentioned that they have to work with the actor across from them in the play. When 
girlfriends or wives work with them, they don't give what is needed. 

Robert has them do "read-speak." The actor reads a Une, then lifts his head and speaks 
the line. It is a good tool. The memorization work is frustrating for me. But we simply 
can do nothing else with the play until the words are memorized. 

It seems that Mamet plays should be rehearsed in a two fold way. Half to 3/4 of the time 
should be spent on memorization and line interpretation - table work. Then the play is 
ready for blocking. Blocking goes so much easier after this work has been done. I've 
realized that a lot of blocking can be eliminated, it only clouds the language which IS the 
action of the play. 

There is no need for emotion games. The language is key. The only game we played was 
more to illustrate the language style than to train. I had the actors tell a story 
simultaneously. Each actor was only given an element to bring in. One actor had to bring 
in the part about the midgets, while the other had to be sure we heard the part about the 
drywall. They then spoke together and in an overlapping fashion. 

Other than that, we have devoted all time to memorization, exact memorization. Subtext 
is important in this time also. I disagree with Mamet's contention that the actor need only 
to speak the lines. He assumes the actor will bring the interpretation into it. I can make 
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no such assumption. Tell the actor to only say the line and they will go lazy and totally 
disengage themselves from the line. I'm sorry.... I saw Peter Riegert do that on Broadway 
in Mamet's The Old Neighborhood and it turned my stomach. There has to be some level 
of engagement. I certainly see where characterization is not of pre-eminence here. Palmer 
is a fantastic character actor. He slathers on character with a spatula. Pulling him back 
when necessary has been a challenge. Once he tmsts the lines, he is good. 

I could not have done this play without the help of Chuck Clay and Robert Wernsman. 
Their line coaching and helping the actors with memorization has been invaluable. I 
should make a point of telling them so. The cast is hard working and amenable to 
direction. They offer good ideas and take orders just fine. 

Earlier in this journal it is mentioned that Ryan Barbe was not among my choices for the 
assistant. I am so glad that I got him. No one else could have brought the honesty to this 
role as he has. He shines among the cast. I am constantly impressed with his work. 

Robert coaches the actors by giving them hne readings. I am opposed to this, but have 
not voiced it to him. Mainly because it works. I see the actors understand. My big 
concem is that I don't want actors "punching" their lines. They must understand it and 
then apply their colors to it 
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